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Introduction
Since the early eighties of the last century, issues
of social enterprises have become particularly
popular, both practical and applied, as well as
scientific significance. For a short period of time,
nearly half a century, social enterprises have
become an integral part of education and academic
research.They become factors that have a
significant effect on social and economic policy.
The reasons for the interest in the topic have its
grounds to be explored in a broad and narrow sense.
More generally, the formation and development of
social enterprises are the result of profound social,
demographic, cultural, global, social changes - the
result of capitalism and its cornerstone,
entrepreneurship. In a narrower sense, the growing
need to study social enterprises is related to
employment, unemployment, social inequalities,
pruven scarcity of natural resources, poverty, the
rise to health care and welfare needs, global climate
change, the loss of entire populations and of
particular species. To the factors determining the
interest in the themes could be added a number of
modern challenges such as the effects of
globalization, the impact of mass urbanization, etc.
Undoubtedly, the prerequisites are many and
different, interconnected by origin and content.
Their research and knowledge are important as their
emergence and development casts doubt on the
strengths of each welfare state as well as its leading
social and economic policies.
As a result of established and other factors, the
knowledge about social enterprises is enriched and
developed. Nevertheless, in the scientific literature
there are actual discussions about their nature and
species diversity; the scale and boundaries of their
manifestations; the criteria for monitoring and
evaluating their contributions, etc. Scientific
debates in these and other aspects are grounded to
the extent that the subject of social enterprises is
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innovative in the social sciences, and in Bulgaria. At
the same time, new social challenges are being
formed and developed at a dynamic mode. We are
witnessing growing inequalities of "poor - rich,"
dramatic climate change, religious discrimination,
terrorism and conflict, which provoke further
scientific questions and more pragmatically
oriented human thoughts.
Based on the above findings, this study aims to
explore and analyze the theoretical foundations of
social enterprises, drawing on and conceptualizing
their current development prospects.
1. Historical development of the concept of
social enterprises
In 1978 in Yorkshire, UK, the Industrial Joint
Ownership Movement (ICOM) was established. In
1981, Freer Spreckley, the leading intellectual of
this movement, for the first time defined the
structure and content of the Social Enterprise and
offered a scientifically-based method for his socalled "democratic governance." In one of his
papers, namely "Social Audit - A Management Tool
for Cooperative Working," Spreckley defines a
social enterprise as an enterprise based on the
fulfillment of social goals and their objective
measurement. The new entrepreneurial and
management concept demands an enterprise to be
financially viable, to create social benefits and to be
environmentally responsible. The Triple Bottom
Line: Financial Stability, Social Welfare, and
Responsibility to the Environment, forms the
foundation ideas of today's social enterprise. . This
principle is often referred to in scientific and
practical research as "the principle of trinity". The
formalized, at the end of the 20th century, and the
widely advertised enterprise in the UK is not a
random event. It is a product of capitalism and its
cornerstone, entrepreneurship. It is the expression
of the so-called "values of the Tacherism" of the
early eighties of the last century, such as innovation,
imagination, resourcefulness, pragmatism,
readiness to take risks - categories inherent in
individualism and creating wealth. The social
element in Margaret Thatcher's ideological concept,
which is fundamental to the formation of the basic
concept of Spreckley's social enterprise, lies at the
boundary between the accumulation of wealth and
its use.
That is, the crossing line between the public and
the personal good. The social enterprise, in this plan,
is formed as a continuation of strategies for
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changing the world in a very broad sense. In a much
narrower sense, the concept that we are interested in
is a response to the private but also public sector in
the UK that does not solve the significant social
demands and does not provide solutions to the
important issues for society.
The historical debate of the eighties, spreading
fast in certain parts of Europe and America, is at the
heart of the new social enterprise. This debate about the role of personal and common good tangibly draws the attention of scientists,
politicians, public figures, practitioners to
institutionalizing norms, rules, procedures for more
social justice, new enhanced living standards,
increasing public welfare, environmental protection
Environment and more. Their goal is to improve the
ethical nature and moral stability of existing social
and economic practices and policies and to
formulate new, more perfect ones.
However, the debate about personal and public
interest in the eighties has a long projection in
economic history. In the 18th century, for example,
Adam Smith defined the market motivated by
selfishness as the most important means of
satisfying the needs of mankind. On the other hand,
he places altruism - a foundation of virtue, like "...
the perfection of the human being". On this path, the
father of mature economic classics, but also a
philosopher, raises the idea that everyone pursues
their own interest, being social or economic, to
satisfy the interests of everyone. At the time of the
formulation of Smith's ideological concept, the
times of manufacture production, the first positive
organizational elements of a social nature such as
trust, empathy, responsibility and social security in
relationships are set. These elements subsequently
form the basic ideas of the modern social enterprise.
The debate, by its very nature, is a creative force
for the formation, expansion and decline of social
and economic systems, states and strategic
alliances, both historically and in a more modern
context. For this reason, the subject of opposing
public and private interest is the subject of research
and analysis by researchers, representatives of
various social disciplines - philosophers,
theologians, anthropologists, sociologists and
others. A brief literary review shows, for example,
that the debate about personal and common good
provokes the interest of scientists since the deepest
antiquity. The subject is the focus of the ancient
Greek thinkers - Socrates, Plato and Aristotle.
Consequently, the debate provoked the research of a
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number of representatives of the early modern
philosophical age, such as John Luc, René
Descartes, Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
In the nineteenth century, scientists and
prominent public figures -John Stewart Mill, Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels enriched the concept
with their own conceptual ideas. In the twentieth
century, the debate provoked the interest of
scientists, sociologists and theologians, such as
Jean-Port Sartre and David Lewis.
In the 19th and 20th centuries - the time of the
Industrial Revolution and, subsequently, the public
and private-public debate has a strong practical
dimension in the enterprises and economies of some
European countries and the United States through
socially responsible initiatives and innovative
production and governance models. In this period,
the social aspect of labor relations evolves and
improves- entrepreneurial cooperatives, private
social homes for elderly people, social incubators,
etc. These new, for the time, institutional structures
are the basis of modern social enterprise and some
of its founding principles.
The short historical interpretations of the debate
over the centuries raise important, logical questions
of this study, such as: what makes this debate
"contemporary"; Why is the "new" social enterprise
of the eighties; How and in what way is the social
enterprise happening? The answers to these
interrelated issues should be explored, analyzed and
interpreted in depth only in relation to the socio economic but also the political context of the
eighties of the 20th century. Then the social
enterprise acquires new roles and functions for
society - it becomes an integral part of the formation
of social, economic, public policies. The social
enterprise legitimizes and validates in practice new
social rules and principles of development and
management. These rules and principles are at the
heart of the modern social economy.
In summary, the social enterprise is a new
generation of enterprise, in terms of its role and
importance to societies and the global world. In the
1980s, this enterprise was institutionalized, initially
in the UK, as a new means of shaping and
developing a social economy and policy, as a
mechanism for the transformation of the social and
economic national and global reality.
Despite its brief history, the social enterprise has
traditions in certain parts of the world and important
socio-economic and political preconditions that
predetermine its emergence and subsequent
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expansion. These topics are subject to research and
analysis in the next part of the paper.

2.1. Cooperative work: brief history and
contemporary achievements

2. Evolution of the concept of social
enterprises

The origin of the first cooperative forms is based
on early social inequalities in the United Kingdom
in the 17th century. At that time, people working on
the earth, called "diggers", unite around a guiding
principle: each person has a voice and a right in the
distribution of wealth. This first attempt to establish
a cooperative form of work organization promoted
the idea of integrating social and commercial values
and activities into one model - a promoted the idea
of modern social enterprise. What is lacking in this
model of functioning and governance is the
establishment of a certain form of land ownership.
For this reason, according to analysts, the model
does not last long.
The successes, but also the failures of
cooperative work over the centuries, led to the
creation of the first institutionalized cooperative
enterprise in 1880 in the UK. This company has the
task of achieving commercial purposes, as well as
developing and uniting the community in the field
of a grain mills. As a result of the establishment, as
well as of some other favorable circumstances, in
the 18th, and especially in the 19th century, the cooperative case became extremely popular. In the
UK, for example, a "cooperative society" is
established. There are also ideas that are directly
related to the cooperative movement - for
democracy, for alternative forms of organization of
society, for joint ownership of land and on means of
production. Such events occur originally on the
Island, but over time in other parts of the world.
By the middle of the 19th century, in many
countries, cooperatives became uncompetitive and
later transformed into a state instrument of
governance, pressure, and control. To overcome
these weaknesses, in 1987 in Britain, Freer
Spreckley created a document - the concept of
modern social enterprise for improvement the
practices of cooperative activity. The company
institutionalizes the principles of some of the
earliest cooperative forms, but also includes a
modern business model of functioning and
governance, as well as an adequate attitude to the
environment - the so-called triple foundation
principle.
In the early 21st century, cooperatives are one
(but not the only) form of modern social enterprise.
A successful and popular example in the economic
literature is the so-called "Mandragon model". It

Modern studies and their interpretations follow
the origin of the social enterprise in the social and
economic traditions of the 19th century. The careful
analysis and scientific synthesis of these studies
makes it possible to deduce and then to study
important factors, here called "artifacts", which
contribute significantly to the formation and
development of the modern social enterprise. These
artifacts are inextricably linked to cooperative
work, philanthropy and the concept of social
responsibility, which are favorable to development
in certain parts of Europe and America (Figure 1).
These three artifacts are relevant to the knowledge
of a social enterprise today insofar as they
contribute to the formation of some of its founding
principles, such as social mission, independence,
autonomy, democratic governance, etc.

Figure 1. Artifacts of the modern social
enterprise
The theories and practices on co-operative
work, philanthropy and social responsibility (in
particular corporate social responsibility), formed
for centuries, are an inexhaustible source of
knowledge about the origins of today's social
enterprise. Some events and facts of these theories
give some of the answers to the questions: how was
the social enterprise created, how it was done, why
precisely in certain countries around the world, and
last but not least, what would provoke its
development in the future .
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was established in 1956 in the Basque region of
Spain. The cooperative was created in a small town
that suffered from mass severe unemployment after
the Spanish Civil War. It is formed by five graduate
engineers in the field of oil lamps and cooking
appliances. In 1959, a Workers' Bank and Credit
Union were established from the cooperative, which
allowed members of the cooperative members to
access financial services to finance new cooperative
ventures.
For the past ten years, the global social
enterprise has generated profits of an average of $
5.0 billion a year. By 2015, MCC (Mondragon
Corporation Cooperativa) has 120 micro-entities
that provide permanent employment to 42,000
owner-occupiers. This global social enterprise
creates over 40 schools, universities, specialized
hospitals, kindergartens, etc.
2 . 2 . T h e P h i l a n t h ro p y : H i s t o r y a n d
Modernity
The earliest forms of existence of the social
enterprise find a different dimension in different
parts of the world. Unlike the European historical
tradition, chronological studies prove that in
America the prototype of modern social enterprise
is donation or even so-called donation or
philanthropy. These early socially oriented forms of
management are based, in general, on the
accumulated economic capital and its
transformation into solid infrastructure with a
social outcomes. Therefore, philanthropic social
models are created by entrepreneurs who not only
dedicate but also invest their wealth for meaningful
social causes as well as those for environmental
protection.
One of the first and popular models - part of the
history of modern social enterprise - is the so-called
Carnegie model. In the sunset of his successful
entrepreneurial career in the late 19th century,
Andrew Carnegie founded the first philanthropic,
social enterprises for the benefit of universities,
hospitals, city parks, libraries, religious churches,
and more. In addition, he promotes his ideas to the
public and bases some of the principles of modern
donation, modern social enterprise and its
successful practices.
In the second half of the 1960s another popular
donor model was created - William Norris's. In
1967, he founded his company, Control Data
Corporation, and laid the foundation for the social
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enterprise within the business. His strategy is to
transform unmet social needs into new market
opportunities. The accomplishment of this goal,
Norris realizes by offering innovative solutions for
the revival of underdeveloped urban districts,
support for alternative sources of electricity,
providing education to children from vulnerable
social groups, etc.
In the eighties, renowned American scientists
and researchers such as Peter Drucker and John
Kenneth Galbraith form the so-called "think tank"
to promote Norris's social and entrepreneurial ideas
around the world.
In our times, the social enterprise and
philanthropy are inextricably linked. On this
occasion, Professor Gregory Dees, founder of the
Center for Social Innovation at Stanford University,
states: "Social entrepreneurs are philanthropists.
The idea of using market forces for social
improvements is not new. The new moment is the
enthusiasm that generates entrepreneurship as an
integral element in creating lasting social change. "
In addition, Dees' studies in developing
countries prove the existence of barriers limited
development of the social market. This fact
implies modern philanthropists to form new value
and entrepreneurial models there. The solution to
social problems should involve the state capitals
and resources in favor of overcoming market
misbalances on the one hand. Attracting vulnerable
groups of people into constructive, social and
entrepreneurial endeavors is another option with
potential.
2.3. Social Responsibility: Historical Notes
and Perspectives
Issues of corporate social responsibility have a
long history in economic literature and practice.
From Adam Smith's time to this day, debates about
the origin of the term, as well as its numerous
interpretations, are ambiguous. Thanks to this, over
a period of several centuries, the concept is enriched
and developed with new scientific arguments and
evidence. Historically, the theme of social
responsibility is initially associated with the socalled rational-economic concept. It defines, in
general, the rooted role of an enterprise - to generate
profit rather than social significance. The rational
concept does not meet the challenges of time and,
for that reason, it is transformed alongside the ideas
of justice, responsibility, profit sharing, etc.
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These changes are predetermined, to a lesser
extent, by the historical development of
corporations' principles, rules, norms and behavior,
and above all the public debate on their social
responsibility - a topical issue of modern
management science.
In the new age of social responsibility, two
contradictory tendencies stand out. The first group
of scientific but pragmatic orientations illustrate a
broad understanding of corporate social
responsibility, in particular corporations, to help
society achieve global goals such as: sustainable
development, poverty reduction, environmental
problems, The third sector, sponsorship, quality
control, human health, safety at work, etc. In
implementing these modern dimensions, social
responsibility, to a certain extent, could be
successfully identified with the objectives and
priorities of the social enterprise.
As a result of the evolution of the theories and
the perceptions of corporate social responsibility ,
the discussions in our time have other projections
that are relevant to our time.
In this sense, the second trend is associated with
a number of evidence from the practice of
companies and cooperatives and concludes with the
question: how far through their social responsibility
proclaimed they achieve behind-the-scenes goals
and priorities instead of actually addressing social,
economic and environmental problems of people
and societies? In this respect, the strategic
dimension of social responsibility is rarely called
into question. The reason is in "use" or, more
precisely, in the "misuse" of the concept in solving
operational problems of enterprises and
corporations (often under the pressure of public
opinion and the media). By contrast, the modern,
global challenges of people and nature require
solutions in a long, strategic horizon.
Conclusion
The study of the evolution of modern social
enterprise found that its founding artifacts were
inextricably interrelated. Moreover, the study
proves that the formation of a social enterprise is a
long evolutionary process, the result of accumulated
practical experience and scientific tools. Despite the
fact that corporate affairs, philanthropy and social
responsibility of corporations predetermine the
origin of the social enterprise itself, its basic
principles and ideas, the Spreckly's concept is
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distinguished by its artefacts by several key features
- in form, scope and content.
First of all, the social enterprise, from the
eighties of the last century, is a contemporary
organizational form. It is based, but also builds on
the "older", a pre-existing economic and social,
scientific and practical-applied concepts. The most
characteristic of it, in terms of content, is that
responsibility for people's lives and environmental
protection becomes a priority, not one of the many,
and often a secondary, important function.
On the other hand, unlike corporate work, social
responsibility and our well-known donor models,
the social function of the social enterprise goes
beyond traditional organizational frameworks. In
support of this, Spreckly's social innovation
provokes a contemporary debate not within the
enterprise but in a region, country or continent to
respond to the challenges of society, the economy,
the environment, politics and other origins, laying
outside the enterprise. In this sense, it can be argued
that, contrary to its basic concepts, the social
enterprise is a tool for solving social and economic
challenges that go beyond its predetermined
boundaries and scope.
Thirdly, the social enterprise differs from its key
artifacts with its innovativeness. In this respect,
entrepreneurship and innovation are becoming not
only important functions. They become integrative
and vital aspects of today's social enterprise. They
allow, in an applied plan, decision-making based on
social innovation. These innovations are
particularly needed today because of the inability of
old social and economic models (including social
responsibility, donation and cooperative work) to
resolve the challenges of time. On the contrary,
existing social, economic, ethnic, religious, etc.
problems are often not resolved. They get deeper.
It is logical to say that cooperative work, charity
and social responsibility lay the foundations of
today's social enterprise. The latter, with the
application of innovative and entrepreneurial
approaches, enriches the earlier three conceptual
constructs and thus allows their development in
perspective. Direct analogies, by Identifying a
social enterprise with its artifacts is a mistake of any
research. The reason is that the social enterprise is a
new generation of enterprises with functions and
roles corresponding to the dynamics of the social
challenges of the last decades of the 20th century. In
addition, concepts of cooperatives, donation and
social responsibility illustrate a part of the past, of
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history, but at the same time explain too little about
the present social enterprise and its content,
adequate to the dynamic changes of the modern
social economy and politics.
In summary, the study of the historical
development of social enterprises illustrates that the
social aspects of governance have historically been
and will be in perspective - from the emergence of
the first enterprises until today - an integral part of
their organizational nature. What changes over time
are the essential dimensions, the form of
manifestation and, last but not least, the application
of social dimensions within the enterprise. These
changes are predetermined by the specificity and
intensity of the social and economic challenges in
the past, present and future.
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